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Microsoft SYNC® Owner's Clinic
Saturday, June 2nd 10am-2pm

Come learn about SYNC® and MyFord Touch®. Classes are filling up and are on a first come, first served basis. RSVP today to wroderick@jannell.com so we can get an accurate
head count.

Saturday, June 2nd Jannell Ford is hosting its monthly SYNC® Owner's Clinic. This is an open invitation to anyone who is either interested in this exciting NEW feature or is a current
owner of a vehicle that is equipped with this option. It does not matter if your vehicle was purchased here or not, all are invited.

There will be FREE USB flash drives and gift bags given to all attendees. Our specialist will show you how to load these flash drives and sync them with your car's radio in a private
one-on-one session!

The clinic is held between the hours of 10am and 2pm. Complimentary pastries made by Cardinal Cushing Center!
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New 2017 Ford Expedition Platinum 4WD! Demonstrator.
Save almost $12,000

Save nearly $12,000 on this Demonstrator 2017 Ford Expedition Platinum 4wd in White Platinum Metallic! Only 6k miles and absolutely loaded with options! The Expedition is
powered by an advanced 365hp 3.5L V6 EcoBoost engine. You'll experience the benefits of this engine every time you get behind the wheel as the EcoBoost engine delivers added
power without sacrificing fuel efficiency. Leather Heated/Cooled seats, Power Moonroof, Navigation, 22in Wheels, Power Running Boards and more! Click Link below for more details:

 

http://jannellford.com/Boston/For-Sale/New/Ford/Expedition/2017-Platinum-White-SUV/51045295/
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Reduced Price!! 1 left in stock!
NEW 2017 Ford Fiesta SE Only $12,999.00
Brand New 2017 Ford Fiesta SE. Only 1 left in stock at this price! Offer ends 5/31/18! Yours for only $12,999; that's over $3,861 off MSRP! See a salesperson for details today! 
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2014 Jeep Wrangler Altitude Unlimited 4WD! Only 24k miles!
7 Jeeps in stock starting @ $17,983

*Sun's Out Fun's Out - *Grab a deal on this 2014 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited *"Altitude"* before it's too late! With its 3.6L V6, 4WD and featured in Black on Black this* LOW Miles* JEEP
is a real head turner. Toyo 33x12.5 Open Country Tires, Black XD Series Rims, Red Rock Wheel Spacers, Putco Luminix High Power LED Headlamps & Putco Luminix LED Fog
Lights, Bully Dog GT Tuner, Navigation, Leather and more!
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Brand NEW Leftover 2017 Transit Connect Van
ONLY $19999.00 with FULL WARRANTY!
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6 Tastiest Food Trucks in New England
Check out the delectable menu items at these local food trucks

Food trucks are the new craze in the United States, and the trend encompasses a wide variety of food from hot dog carts to full-service bar and restaurant trucks. Already known for
its delicious lobster and clam chowder, New England’s food trucks add a fun twist to the variety of local fare.

Fire & Company (Maine)
There’s nothing quite like comfort food cooked on a wood-fired grill. Fire & Company brings along its own
custom-built brick oven to cook menu items like smoked chicken, pizza, lobster bake, chicken and waffles and
prime rib on-site. The truck also offers a bar service with cocktails, Maine-made craft beer and wine. Fire &
Company is designed to cater large events, such as weddings or parties.

The Good Food Truck (Vermont)
Contributing to a good cause is easier than you think. The Good Food Truck in Burlington, Vermont makes it as
simple as ordering lunch. For every $6 spent at the Good Food Truck, you’re providing two free meals for the
community. While the menu doesn’t have the widest selection, there are a few different options to choose from
including pita wraps, lettuce wraps, burgers and barbecue. All of The Good Food Truck’s menu items are made with
locally-sourced ingredients to further give back to their community.

Schnitzels & Giggles (New Hampshire)
Celebrating German heritage, Schnitzels & Giggles serves delicious, German-style cuisine. Schnitzels & Giggles
got its start in New Hampshire, and now travels all across the continental United States, bringing Oktoberfest to its
customers all year round. In New Hampshire, it stops at different shows to showcase its menu filled with savory
foods like bratwursts, pork or chicken schnitzels and German-style potato pancakes. The desserts do not
disappoint and range from apple crepes and apple streusel to brownies and blondies.

Trolley Dogs (Massachusetts)
Hot dog stands are a staple nationwide, and Trolley Dogs brings a new and improved version to Massachusetts. Trolley Dogs’ 100 percent beef hot dogs earn rave reviews from
customers and are incredibly customizable. You can start off with an original hot dog and top it with a variety of options like special chili, nacho cheese, salsa, sauerkraut, barbecue
sauce and traditional condiments like ketchup and mustard. For a vegetarian option, you can add any of these toppings to fresh french fries, too.

Noble Knots (Rhode Island)
Serving a versatile and tasty menu, Noble Knots in Rhode Island was founded by Chef Kate Nealis. With more than 20 years of experience, Kate created Noble Knots to bring
locally-sourced and delicious foods directly to customers. Noble Knots’ menu includes items like black bean and quinoa veggie burgers, short rib sandwiches, hush puppies and
pulled pork. All of the sandwiches are served on homemade pretzel rolls to give them a unique twist.

LobsterCraft (Connecticut)
Taking advantage of the delicious and fresh lobster available in New England, LobsterCraft brings the best lobster rolls right to you. The business was founded in 2012 by Captain
William Michael Harden, an avid lobster fisherman. LobsterCraft has two full-service trucks with a great menu of items to choose from. There are a handful of lobster roll options as
well as lobster macaroni and cheese, a shrimp salad roll and seasonal lobster bisque.

New England has no shortage of sit-down establishments where you can take in a delicious meal, but the surge in food truck popularity makes it possible to grab a no-less-delicious
bite to eat on the go. These six are just some of the several fine options at your disposal, so be on the lookout for New England’s fantastic food trucks.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Car Care: Which Oil is Right for Your Vehicle?
How to pick the right motor oil

Changing your motor oil is commonly referred to as the most important type of car maintenance you can perform. While you can find many guides detailing every stage of the oil
changing process, few discuss the very first step: choosing the correct motor oil.

Consult the owner’s manual
There are two reasons to consult your owner’s manual before buying any new motor oil. The first is that if your
vehicle is still under warranty, you risk invalidating it by using something other than the recommended oil. The
second is that your owner’s manual will tell you the viscosity your motor oil should have, which represents how well
it flows in your engine. Motor oil thins as it heats and thickens as it cools, but too much of either can be detrimental:
Too thick and too much energy is required to turn the crankshaft, impairing fuel economy; too thin and it won’t seal
and lubricate as effectively.

Look for certification labels
When buying motor oil, you should always look for API (American Petroleum Institute) certification labels. A
starburst symbol indicates that the oil meets the current engine protection standard and fuel economy
requirements of the International Lubricant Standardization and Approval Committee (ILSAC), which is comprised
of several U.S. and Japanese automakers. You should also look for the API donut, which displays the SAE
(Society of Automotive Engineers) viscosity number and whether the oil has passed the Energy Conserving test.

Conventional, premium or synthetic
There are many different types of oil out there, including conventional oil, premium oil, partially and fully synthetic oil
and even high-mileage oil. The cheapest and most common is conventional oil, and if your vehicle has been
running well with it in the past, you should continue to use it. Conventional oil works well for owners who get
frequent oil changes and have low-mile engines. Premium conventional oil is becoming more common on new
vehicles, and fully synthetic oils are typically used on high-end performance cars. Synthetic oils are typically better
than conventional oil in every way (as long as the owner’s manual calls for it), but cost significantly more. Partially
synthetic oil, or synthetic blend, combines premium conventional oil and synthetic oil to offer a compromise
between the two. As these are cheaper than fully synthetic oils but provide greater high-load engine protection, they are popular among pickup and SUV drivers. Finally, high-mileage
oil, which can be conventional or synthetic, is constructed with seal conditioners to help extend the life of old engines that have already traveled well beyond 75,000 miles.

In summary, you should choose a certified oil that fits in your budget and meets the viscosity requirement outlined in your owner’s manual. Our service department also knows what
works best for any vehicle we sell, so come in and see us for an oil change.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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The 5 Best Virtual Reality Games
These video games are some of the most immersive in VR

The number of virtual reality games available grows every year, and while many of the early VR games were rather crude and simple, developers are now discovering the best
methods to utilize the technology. If you’re interested in experiencing some of the best VR games on the market, check out the following titles.

“Star Trek: Bridge Crew”
Bringing multiplayer functionality to VR devices has proved difficult for many developers, but there are still plenty of
high-quality multiplayer options out there. “Star Trek: Bridge Crew” is among the best and allows you and your
friends to take a seat on the bridge of one of the Federation’s starships — the USS Aegis. You and your pals will
take on the roles of captain, tactical officer, helm officer and engineer and your mission is to search for a new
world for the Vulcans to inhabit after their home planet has been destroyed. “Star Trek: Bridge Crew” lets fans of
the classic sci-fi show finally live out their most exciting dreams of interstellar exploration from the comfort of their
living room couch.

“Robo Recall”
First-person shooters remain some of the gaming industry’s most popular entries and plenty of game makers have
taken advantage of the opportunities that virtual reality gaming creates for this genre. Epic Games created one of
the most popular VR shooters: “Robo Recall.” In the game, you are Agent 34, an employee of a robot
manufacturer, and your job is to remove defective robots from the production line. Unfortunately, a virus has
causes many of the robots to rebel against humans and you must also figure out the cause of the virus while
disabling the robots. Overall, the game is filled with excellent graphics, a sly sense of humor and plenty of robots to
destroy.

“The Climb”
If you’ve ever wanted to scale a cliff but have an intense fear of heights, you could always try playing “The Climb”
from Crytek. While there’s no guarantee you won’t get vertigo from playing the game, you’ll be a bit safer
“climbing” in your home. The goal is to scale a tall cliff near a shoreline and the capabilities of virtual reality create a sense of scale and excitement for you during the experience. All
the while, the beautiful graphics truly immerse you in nature, including beetles scattering away and flies that buzz around your head as you make your way to the top.

“Resident Evil 7: Biohazard”
One particular gaming genre that uses virtual reality technology to its advantage is the horror/survival segment. Many of these games are already incorporating VR, with the most
notable example being Capcom’s “Resident Evil 7: Biohazard.” As you control Ethan Winters from a first-person perspective, you must make tough decisions regarding your family,
their well-being and how you can escape from the infected beings trying to attack you. The virtual reality aspect of the game adds to the suspense, with jump scares aplenty and
sounds creepily traveling from ear to ear. 

“Lucky’s Tale”
Some of the most beloved games of all time are platformers like “Super Mario 64” and “Banjo-Kazooie.” They allow gamers to control characters, via third-person, through magical
worlds, often facing challenges ranging in difficulty from super simplistic to endlessly frustrating. Oculus Rift has its own platformer: “Lucky’s Tale.” In the game, you control an
anthropomorphic fox named Lucky as he travels through a fantasy world. You’ll jump, climb, spin and run through multiple levels and mini-games, leading up to boss battles and the
final 14th level.

These five exciting virtual reality titles are just a sampling of what VR can offer to the gaming world; there’s no doubt VR games will get even better with time.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Foods to Avoid Before Bedtime
Avoid these foods for a good night’s sleep

A sleepless night leads directly to a sluggish morning and a lackluster day often marked by crabbiness, crankiness and irritability. What you might not know is that one of the leading
contributors to a poor night’s sleep is what you eat or drink before bed. To ensure a positive and productive day by way of a full night of fulfilling rest, make sure that your pre-bedtime
meals exclude these foods.

Caffeine
The stuff that powers you through your day can just as easily sabotage your night. If you’re a coffee drinker,
Kerri-Ann Jennings, M.S., registered dietitian, writes for Food Network that you should leave at least six hours
between your last cup and whenever you plan to turn in. This enables you to have more restful sleep by giving the
energizing effects of caffeine the proper amount of time to wear off.

Although dark chocolate is full of health-benefitting antioxidants, it’s also quite rich with caffeine. According to
Amanda Gardner, writing for Health Magazine, dark chocolate’s combination of caffeine and calorie density make it
prohibitive before hitting the hay.

She explains, “A Hershey’s special-dark bar has 20 milligrams of caffeine, about the same as half an ounce of
espresso. Chocolate also contains theobromine, another stimulant that can increase heart rate and sleeplessness.”

If your night is just not complete without chocolate, Olivia Tarantino and Perri O. Blumberg of Eat This, Not That!
suggest either eating a reduced amount or eating it earlier in the evening. The earlier in the day you eat chocolate,
the better you’ll be able to utilize the energy it provides.

Junk food
A juicy bacon cheeseburger will satisfy a craving at dinner time, but it and any other foods packed with saturated
fat and salt will effectively destroy your beauty sleep. Gardner writes that “fat stimulates the production of acid in
the stomach, which can spill into your esophagus, causing heartburn.” This means that eating any foods with a high
fat content too close to the time you would bed down is liable to keep you awake and in a state of discomfort.

Another junk food craving satisfier you should avoid before turning out the lights: pizza. According to Jennings, the tomato sauce on a pizza is acidic, which can lead to stomach issues
that might keep you awake throughout the night.

Alcohol
The sleepiness you feel after enjoying a glass of wine or sipping on a cocktail during dinner might lead you to think that it’s an effective sleep aid. Quite the contrary: Drinking before
bed is as likely as anything else to sabotage your sleep and have you waking up with a headache irrespective of how much you drink.

Jennings writes that “regularly consuming alcohol (especially before bedtime) can worsen your sleep quality,” noting that it can also increase the frequency with which you would need
to use the bathroom in the middle of the night and during the following morning. Gardner cites the results of a study that found women who had a mixed drink before bed saw
increased wakefulness, reduced sleep time and diminished quality of sleep.

Sugar and spice
Perhaps you were the kind of kid who, after your mom and dad went to sleep, snuck into the kitchen and cracked into the Fruit Loops, Cocoa Krispies or Fruity Pebbles for a late-night
breakfast. Back then you couldn’t have known that these cereals were little more than a bunch of sugar mixed with milk. It wasn’t good for your sleep then, and given that you’re now
an adult with responsibilities, it’s arguably even worse to do today.

Jennings writes that “sugary cereals digest rapidly in your system, so the spike in blood sugar could throw off some of your sleep hormones, and low-fiber diets are linked to lighter
sleeps.”

Just as a fatty cheeseburger could prompt a case of heartburn, so could your favorite spicy foods, according to Jennings. Your taste buds may appreciate the kick from spicy food but
your stomach and your sleep-needing body will not. Gardner cites a study from Australia that found men who ate spicier foods during dinner had more difficulty falling asleep than
those who ate blander fare.

A good night’s rest makes it possible to have a productive, fulfilling and generally more positive day. Don’t let the wrong foods make your day less than what it should be by negatively
impacting your sleep. Be aware of what you’re ingesting close to bedtime, and, if possible, avoid eating or drinking immediately before bed.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford Super Duty
Get the job done with the 2018 Ford Super Duty

The mightiest working vehicle in the entire Ford pickup truck lineup is undoubtedly the Ford Super Duty, offering drivers an incredibly powerful, durable and customizable work
machine.

Super power
The 2018 Ford Super Duty performs its work using one of two different engines.

The first, which comes as standard equipment on both the Super Duty F-250 and F-350, is a 6.2-liter SOHC
two-valve Flex Fuel V8. This engine puts out a rough and ready 385 horsepower and 430 lb-ft of torque, giving the
Super Duty a maximum towing weight of up to 16,700 pounds when properly equipped.

The second engine is the Super Duty’s most powerful: a 6.7-liter Power Stroke® turbocharged diesel V8. This
range-topping power plant comes as standard equipment on Super Duty F-450 models and generates 450
horsepower and a whopping 935 lb-ft of torque, giving the truck enough strength to pull up to 21,000 pounds when
properly equipped.

Super durability
This generation of Ford Super Duty is the most durable yet. This is partly due to the intelligent distribution of
high-strength, military-grade aluminum alloy throughout the body. This remarkably strong metal is more dent- and
ding-resistant than past iron bodies, doesn’t rust and is much lighter than previous bodies.

This weight reduction was mostly redistributed to the frame. The fully-boxed frame is made of 95 percent
high-strength steel with up to 10 crossmembers, making it far stiffer than previous frames. Because of this, the new
frame minimizes flexing and twisting, helping the Super Duty achieve its title of highest payload and tow ratings in
its class.

Super options
The 2018 Ford Super Duty includes a wide range of available features to enhance its abilities. These include the
Blind Spot Information System® with Cross-Traffic Alert and Trailer Tow, Trailer Reverse Guidance and SYNC® 3.
There are also up to seven available exterior cameras to help the driver see all around the truck, including in the bed and at the tailgate.

Complete with a customizable array of available features, a highly durable and intelligent body and a set of powerful engines, the 2018 Ford Super Duty is a pickup truck that suits any
work site.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford Flex
Look like nobody else on the road in the 2018 Ford Flex

Many vehicles are said to be stylistically distinctive or unmistakable, but few actually fit the bill. The 2018 Ford Flex is every bit as unique as is claimed, delivering an aesthetic that
stands out from the crowd and a comfortable, intelligent ride ideal for your passengers’ needs. The Flex is a full-size SUV unlike any other on the road, and that’s just the way Ford
likes it.

The 2018 Ford Flex is available in three trims: SE, SEL and Limited.

Technology
The Flex’s base SE trim comes standard with a Ford SYNC® infotainment system, which is equipped with an
AM/FM stereo, a single-CD player, an audio input jack and a USB port. The SEL upgrades to SYNC® 3, adding
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio and Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility. If you really want to step up your
audio experience, the Ford Flex Limited is offered with a 12-speaker Sony® sound system, Navigation System with
SiriusXM® Traffic and Travel Link and HD Radio™.

Comfort
Premium materials inside the cabin of the Ford Flex help create a comfortable and relaxing ride, whether you’re on
your daily commute to work or trekking cross country with the family. The SE comes standard with a six-way power
driver’s seat and a four-way manual front passenger’s seat, promoting comfort and adjustability for trips of any
length. The SEL upgrades to a 10-way power driver’s seat with heated front seats and a dual-zone electric
automatic temperature control system. For the ultimate sense of luxury, the 2018 Flex Limited comes with
Charcoal Black leather-trimmed seats with perforated inserts, a perforated leather-wrapped steering wheel with
wood inlays and a memory feature for the driver’s seat.

Performance
There are two powertrains available on the 2018 Ford Flex. A 3.5-liter Ti-VCT V6 engine and six-speed
SelectShift® automatic transmission are standard for all three trims, delivering 287 horsepower and 254 lb-ft of
torque. The 2018 Ford Flex Limited is also available with a 3.5-liter EcoBoost® engine, which adds shifter button
activation to the SelectShift® automatic. The 3.5-liter EcoBoost® works beautifully with available Intelligent
all-wheel drive, delivering 365 horsepower and 350 lb-ft of torque of output while returning an EPA-estimated
maximum 21 mpg on the highway.*

The 2018 Ford Flex is not a typical SUV. Not only are its looks enough to help it stand apart in the segment, but its combination of comfort, intelligence and performance make it even
more of a standout. To experience the 2018 Ford Flex for yourself, visit our showroom and schedule your test drive.  

*AWD. Actual mileage will vary. 

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How to Celebrate Father’s Day on a Budget
Give your dad a frugal Father’s Day he’ll never forget

With Father’s Day coming soon, it’s time to start thinking about how to give your dad the best June 17 possible. Even if you can’t afford to buy him a new grill, take him to an expensive
steakhouse or get him front-row tickets to the big game, there are still plenty of budget-conscious ways to celebrate his special day.

Head outside
It’s practically summer, so why not take your dad outside? Once you’re out the door, the possibilities are nearly
endless. Remember, this is his day, so let his level of fitness determine how strenuous things get (assuming, of
course, that you can keep up with him).

For starters, head to a local park and take your dad for a stroll in the sunshine and fresh air. You could also shoot
hoops at the gym or head to the driving range to hit a bucket of golf balls. Or, hop on your bicycles and explore a
local trail. You could also take him for a run or a rugged hike if you’re both up to it. There’s plenty of inexpensive
fun to be had on the water, too, from swimming at the local pool to canoeing down the river to fishing out on the
lake.

Sports for a steal
If your dad is more into watching sports than playing them, you don’t have to spend a fortune on pro tickets to have
a good time. June is the perfect time to take him to a minor-league baseball game. You might also be able to find
minor-league soccer or arena football games, auto racing at a local track or entertaining recreational league
tournaments for a variety of sports.

If you can’t find any reasonably priced sporting events to attend with your dad, try the time-honored tradition of
watching them with him on the couch (bonus: The snacks and drinks will be cheaper, too). This year’s U.S. Open
golf tournament will be taking place on Father’s Day, as will the NASCAR XFINITY Series Ethanol E15 250 race.
Keep an eye on the NBA basketball finals and the NHL Stanley Cup finals, too — both of those will be wrapping up
toward the middle of June as well.

Do it yourself
Your dad probably likes to eat, so why not make him dinner (or lunch, a snack or dessert)? If you’re confident in the kitchen, you could try recreating his favorite restaurant dish or the
homecooked meal he requests most often. If your culinary skills are a little shaky, you could pack a picnic instead, making sure to include his favorite sandwich fixings and snacks.

If you’re feeling creative, you could also make your dad a card or a gift. Let your talents guide you. If he loves sweets, fill a tin with his favorite homemade snacks or cookies. If you’re
artistic, paint him a picture, write him a song or draw him a unique Father’s Day card. If you’re skilled with tools or crafts, you can find a million ideas online for do-it-yourself dad gifts. If
you don’t excel at those things, give your dad the gift of a freshly washed car or a neatly mowed lawn.

As you’re coming up with specific ideas to celebrate Father’s Day on a budget, don’t forget the gift of time. Sometimes just being present with your dad is enough. Help him out with a
project, watch his favorite movie with him, listen to him reminisce about the good old days or browse with him at his favorite store. The amount of money you can spend on your dad
will vary, but time is an even more finite resource — and who better to spend it with than your dad?

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Notable Updates on the 2019 Ford Fusion 
State-of-the-art technology and design enhancements on the new Fusion

Ford’s 2019 Fusion lineup is full of changes from last year’s models. Among them are a new standard package of driver-assist technologies, a new Energi plug-in hybrid model with
increased electric-only range and updated styling on all models.

Introducing Ford Co-Pilot360™
The new Ford Co-Pilot360™ Protect safety suite is standard on every 2019 Fusion. Its technologies include
automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection, a lane-keeping system, a rear backup camera, a blind spot
information system and auto high-beam lighting.

The Ford Co-Pilot 360™ Assist option adds adaptive cruise control that can brake and accelerate in stop-and-go
traffic, along with voice-activated navigation input and SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link.

“People tell us they are stressed with crowded roads and more distracted drivers and pedestrians,” said Ford
Marketing Manager Corey Holter. “Our Ford Co-Pilot360™ with standard automatic emergency braking and other
technologies can help them drive more confidently so they can enjoy the journey.”

In addition to the Co-Pilot360™ suite, the Fusion lineup will also include new connectivity features. SE models
and above will come with standard 4G LTE Wi-Fi and Sync 3® with an 8-inch LCD touch screen.

Fusion Energi has good news for commuters
The 2019 Ford Fusion Energi plug-in hybrid is expected to increase its electric-only range by almost 20 percent,
predicted to now reach  an EPA-estimated 25 miles on a single charge.* This is achieved by a new
9.0-kilowatt-hour, air-cooled lithium-ion battery that delivers more energy capacity even though it’s the same size
as the previous model’s battery.

After collecting years of data from 23,000 MyFord® Mobile customers, Ford calculates that 80 percent of 2019
Fusion Energi drivers could handle their daily commute using only electricity, as long as they could access both
home and work charging. Still, without workplace charging, 48 percent of Energi drivers could drive an electric-only commute.

New lineup, new look
The 2019 Fusion lineup will be simplified from previous years. After the base S model will now come SE, SEL and Titanium trim levels that are also available as hybrids versions.
Rounding out the lineup are the plug-in hybrid Fusion Energi Titanium and the 325-horsepower Fusion V6 Sport.

New front and rear stylings will also be featured on the 2019 Fusion lineup. The S, SE and SEL models will sport a new grille with a five-bar, chrome-finished design. Other design
highlights include LED taillamps, a new trunk lid panel, new body color options and a pair of new wheel designs.

This progressive new lineup should arrive in showrooms later this summer. No matter which model they choose, drivers can expect an array of advanced new safety and connectivity
technologies when they get behind the wheel of a 2019 Ford Fusion.

*Range calculation based on www.fueleconomy.gov.  Actual mileage and range will vary.
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Siblings Develop System That Reuses Rainwater to Clean Windshields
Two junior scientists from Germany have made a breakthrough in automotive water retention

On average, drivers use approximately 20 liters of water each year to keep their windshields clean. To help conserve natural resources, Daniel and Lara Krohn from Jülich, Germany,
recently invented a system that reuses rainwater to clean vehicle windshields.

Inspiration for Daniel and Lara came in the form of a family trip. While traveling last summer, the Krohn family found themselves trapped in a rather heavy downpour. When it came
time to clear away the mess left by the storm, Daniel and Lara’s father discovered that the windscreen wiper reservoir was out of water. As a result, the wipers made the windshield
even dirtier. 

“It was a downpour,” explained 11-year-old Daniel. “There was water everywhere – except in the windscreen wiper
reservoir. My sister and I thought this was really funny and then the answer suddenly seemed obvious. Simply
reuse the rainwater.”

Daniel and his nine-year-old sister Lara decided to assemble a system to reuse rainwater for an upcoming science
competition. To create the system, the siblings took apart their toy fire engine and removed the engine’s pump,
which they placed inside an aquarium. To ensure the water was clean, Daniel and Lara added a filtering system.
The Krohn siblings’ idea ended up earning them first place in the competition.

The experiment also garnered interest from the engineers at Ford. In fact, Ford decided to replicate the experiment
on a larger scale, with help from the Krohns. A larger version of the device was installed into a Ford S-MAX vehicle,
which was then introduced to heavy rainfall. In less than five minutes, the S-MAX’s washer reservoir was
completely full. According to Ford’s calculations, if the estimated 291 million cars traveling on European roads all
used this system, it would save drivers almost six billion liters of water every year.

Ford’s engineers are hard at work developing ways to capture water via rain, condensation and moisture in the air.
Yet sometimes, the most impressive of innovations can come from the youngest of scientists.
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